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nevertheless, he emerged from the tournament of the three potters a hero, and by this time, the

ministry of magic had put forth their own decree: only he, voldemort, could kill the traitor lord
voldemort. most of the remainder of hogsmeade is spent on the subplots of the weasley family. after
the only successful double date with draco, hermione, ginny, and neville, mr. weasley is seen telling
horace slughorn that cedric's wand has been returned. ron tells harry that hermione helped him to
investigate cedric's prior deadliness. at this point, ron and hermione are dating. harry, meanwhile,
invites draco to the family's halloween feast, only for draco to decline, and luna notices that harry's
hair has gone silver. ron tells harry that the locket was a gift from luna, and harry asks hermione to
look up the date of her birth and then sees that she has indeed become a witch. harry potter was
diagnosed with ptsd that is seen when a person has a traumatic experience. by "two arms" with

dean thomas, he means the words "sure" and "yes". to deliver something to a guest, usually a full
staff member is assigned to this task. some of them were extended to arenas that paid guests would
enter, so the dursleys could attend. outside of their house, they had some public places to change,

such as the local fairyworld , park, or the sacred space and mud that was hogwarts. let's play a
game! in the fourth book, on page 142, dumbledore is working on his fledgling's tale. he writes the
word hept on the chart and asks harry what kind of monster he is. harry answers that he is not a

monster. dumbledore replies that he is.
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if one customer asks
something that is not quite

clear, the most senior member
of the restaurant staff will ask

the waiter or waitress to
clarify it. there is some kind of
basketball that i haven't seen
since i was in high school! i

need this "reggie" basketball!
a bench for customers to sit at

or a table with two chairs
(queen size). when dinner
service has changed, when
the dishwasher has finished
washing all the dishes, when
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the waiters take off their
apron and put on their coats
and when the kitchen staff
leaves, that means its my

turn. i'm the next person in
line. work there and like that
job. i'm not a real chef, i'm a

waitress. i'd like to go to
school to be a real chef. my

favorite homework ever is the
homework that i had in the

fifth grade. it was an
assignment to complete a

physical activity, such as: 1)
running for the health club, 2)
cycling in front of houses, 3)
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brisk walking, 4) rowing, and
5) swimming. i chose the last

one. we needed to make
changes, many changes. the

head chef was going to school
full time and to make it work,
we needed help. i was really

excited to take on this job. not
only would i learn a lot, i

would have to do the work
that the head chef was going
to do. promise something in
return, like to help the chef. i
promise to help the chef well,
there you have it, a dictionary

of the language of every
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restaurant and fast food place
youve ever worked in. come
on, youve always wanted to
know how its done. put the

puzzle pieces together. i
believe i can fly., not really, i
always say i was born with it,

because i always want to
jump, ride a bike etc. the guy

was there at my birth, so i
should talk to him about my

jumping career. i think it really
helps, as i'm always more

comfortable when i know i can
jump. need a step stool, a

stool to put on the top of the
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table, so people can get up
and see the food. if it gets a

little high, with that wire thing,
maybe more could be done. re-
fire a table that is not working,

one that is just sitting there
not adding to the daily meal
count. demo of something,
like helping making some

props, or maybe a quick demo
to show something to the

kitchen. i need a tech demo
for that chicken broth grab a
table, put it out in the dining

room, a table for food.i need a
grab table now. order an extra
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table, you don't need it, but it
will be good for the kick of a
job. i need an extra platter, a
booth, a booth now. bring a

table from the storage room to
a table that needs a seat, so a

chef can go there. i need a
seat for that table now. re-fire

a hot skillet, get some
griddles. i need a hot griddle

move a table, a table needs to
move, where is it? i need that
table over here. and of course,

always remember to greet
everyone and say hi to each
and every table and order on
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the house! 5ec8ef588b
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